
 
 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE  

November 10, 2016 

transcosmos inc. (Nihon Chokuhan business) 
Y’s,Inc. 

Nihon Chokuhan Releases “NOMU TRE JELLY”  

Developed under supervision of stroke rehabilitation center operated by Y’s,  
NOMU TRE JELLY serves as convenient swallow training tool 

transcosmos inc. (Headquarters: Tokyo, Japan; President and COO: Masataka Okuda; TSE First Section: 9715; 
hereafter, transcosmos) announced that Nihon Chokuhan (visit from: https://www.666-666.jp/), a mail-order brand 
under transcosmos, released “NOMU TRE JELLY (English translation: Jelly-Drink for Rehab)” today.  

NOMU TRE JELLY, a health food which works as a swallowing training drink for the elderly, has been co-developed 
by Y’s,Inc. (Headquarters: Tokyo, Japan; Chairman and CEO: Yasuhiro Hayami) and Nihon Chokuhan, under the 
supervision and monitoring of “Stroke Rehabilitation Center”, a medical rehabilitation institution which provides 
one-on-one medical rehabilitation service for people suffering from the effects of stroke, brain hemorrhage, etc.  

The pickled Japanese plum’s sour flavor stimulates saliva glands to produce saliva, enabling the elderly who have 
difficulty in swallowing to take the drink as a reliable tool for swallowing training. As the drink contains nutritional 
ingredients necessary for the senior, it also serves as a nutritional supplement for the elderly.  

Nihon Chokuhan is a well-established general mail-order brand with a 38 year history and boasts 8.5 million 
registered members mainly in the senior base. Nihon Chokuhan continues to expand its mail-order business for 
products that support the lives of the senior by selling the products that showcase the Stroke Rehabilitation Center’s 
proven know-how on medical rehabilitation via catalogue and internet.   

■ NOMU TRE JELLY Overview 
Name: NOMU TORE JELLY (Japanese) Jelly-Drink for Rehab (English translation) 
Retail Price: 4,980 JPY (without tax)  
Release Date: November 10, 2016  
Volume: 300g (10g x 30 sticks) 
Sales Channel: Stroke Rehabilitation Center, Nihon Chokuhan catalogue, Nihon Chokuhan website 
https://www.666-666.jp/  
(the product is scheduled to be released on website from end of November)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
※ Below leaflet is only available in Japanese.  
 



 

 
Contact for Media Inquiries  

 
transcosmos inc. Public Relations & Advertising Department 

Email: pressroom@trans-cosmos.co.jp 

* transcosmos is a trademark or registered trademark of transcosmos inc. in Japan and other countries. 
* Other company names and product or service names used here are trademarks or registered trademarks of 
respective companies. 
 

■ About Y’s,Inc. 
Company Name: Y’s,Inc.  
Location: Yoshimoto Building 5F, 2-7-4, Shintomi, Chuo-ku, Tokyo  
URL: http://ys-j.co.jp/ 
Date of Foundation: February 4, 2014 
Representative: Chairman & CEO Yasuhiro Hayami  
Paid-in Capital: 345.265 million yen   
Number of Employees: 103 
Business: Medical rehabilitation business (operating rehabilitation clinic dedicated for cerebral vascular disorders and 
day services for rehabilitation and fitness) and healthcare business (operating acupuncture & osteopathy clinic, 
relaxation salon and home-visit massage service)  
 
■ About transcosmos inc. 
transcosmos launched its operations in 1966. Since then we have combined superior “people” with up-to-date 
“technology” to enhance the competitive strength of our client companies by providing them with superior and 
valuable services. transcosmos currently offers Cost Reduction Services (contact center, back-office service for 
HR/Financial/Sales depts., order management and SCM, system development & operation etc.) and Sales 
Expansion Services (big data analysis, internet advertising, developing & operating website, smartphone/SNS 
utilization, telemarketing etc.). transcosmos continues to pursue Operational Excellence by providing these services 
through our 164 locations in 29 countries with a focus in Asia. Furthermore, following the expansion of e-commerce 
market on the global scale, transcosmos provides a comprehensive One-Stop Global E-Commerce Services to 
deliver our clients companies' excellent products and services to consumers in 46 countries around the globe. 
transcosmos aims to be the “Global BPO Partner” of our client companies, providing them with high quality BPO 
services on a global scale. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 


